WYO FILM FESTIVAL
Saturday, October 5

2PM - Shorts 2, Brute?

(short film program 136 minutes total) *Filmmakers expected*
"Mointal Ranger" (16:09) - Mointal Ranger is a 16-minute short observational documentary
film. It tells the story of a Chinese Russian ranger who is using his lifetime to guard the forest in
the frontier of China and Kazakhstan.
"The Traffic Separating Device" (15:00) - A traffic separating device is installed in the middle of
Stockholm. It is supposed to keep normal cars away and only let buses pass. It turns into a
disaster as normal cars continue to go there and hundreds of cars get destroyed every week.
Tragic and funny situations occur and we follow the whole mess of human failures.
"Knee High" (13:50) - Set against the Iowa farmlands, KNEE HIGH follows Calvin Melbourne as
he struggles to keep hold of the reins to the family farm while still making time for his young
son, Avery.
"Seattle's Bikini Baristas" (9:49) - Seattle’s Bikini Baristas is a documentary about the
commodification of sexual harassment in the booming scantily clad barista coffee shop scene in
Seattle.
"Will 'The Machine'" (13:35) - Denzel Whitaker (Black Panther) and Chris Fornataro (Bad is Bad)
star in this brooding character portrait of an elite high school football star consumed by
ambition. When Will faces defeat to an outsider in a series of races, the demons keeping “The
Machine” running finally surface. Set in the unique backdrop of wintertime Richmond, Virginia,
the former capital of the Confederacy, the title character embodies the city’s conflicted,
tumultuous history.
"Flying Fur" (36:15) - Welcome to the friendly skies of animal rescue. Saving dogs and cats one
flight at a time is the mission, but changing the fate of these lovable creatures is no easy task.
Lives are at stake and failure is not an option.
AND MORE To Be Announced

